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April. 17 2015
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Notifications and disclaimer
PUBLICATION 2014 ANNUAL REPORT
The 2014 annual report (incl. financial statements will be available from 24 March 2015 on the ForFarmers website (www.forfarmers.eu).
REPORTING STANDARDS
The figures in this presentation are derived from the ForFarmers 2014 financial statements, upon which KPMG Accountants issued a positive auditor’s report on 18 March
2015. The 2014 financial statements and the figures derived from same in this presentation have been drawn up in accordance with Dutch accounting standards. From the
2015 annual results onwards, ForFarmers expects to report its results fully in accordance with the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS).
SUPERVISION
In view of the free tradability of the (depositary receipts for) shares on the current external trading platform, ForFarmers falls under the supervision of the Dutch Financial
Markets Authority (AFM) and the company acts in accordance with the prevailing rules for securities-issuing enterprises.
KEY DATES 2015
General Meeting
Ex-dividend
Dividend payable
Publication interim results

17 April 2015
20 April 2015
24 April 2015
28 August 2015

FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS
This presentation contains forward-looking statements, including those relating to ForFarmers’ legal obligations in terms of capital and liquidity positions in certain specified
scenarios. In addition, forward-looking statements, without limitation, may comprise such phrases as “intends to”, "expects“, “takes into account”, "is aimed at“, ''plans to”,
"estimated" and words with a similar meaning. These statements pertain to or may affect matters in the future, such as ForFarmers’ future financial results, business plans
and current strategies. Forward-looking statements are subject to a number of risks and uncertainties, which may mean that there could be material differences between
actual results and performance and expected future results or performances that are implicitly or explicitly included in the forward-looking statements. Factors that may
result in variations on the current expectations or may contribute to same include but are not limited to: developments in legislation, technology, jurisprudence and
regulations, share price fluctuations, legal procedures, investigations by regulatory bodies, the competitive landscape and general economic conditions. These and other
factors, risks and uncertainties that may affect any forward-looking statements or the actual results of ForFarmers, are discussed in the 2014 annual report. The forwardlooking statements in this presentation are only statements as of the date of this document and ForFarmers accepts no obligation or responsibility with respect to any
changes made to the forward-looking statements contained in this document, regardless of whether these pertain to new information, future events or otherwise, unless
ForFarmers is legally obliged to do so.
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Agenda (1)

3

1.

Opening by Mr J.W. Eggink, Chairman of the Supervisory Board.

2. (I)

Minutes of the general meeting of shareholders held on 15th April and 17th
September 2014.

3. (I)

a. Report regarding ForFarmers B.V.’s 2014 financial year by Messrs Y.M. Knoop
(General Director) and A.E. Traas (Financial Director).

(I)

b. Explanation of the audit approach by the external accountant on the 2014 annual
accounts.

(I)

c. Opportunity to ask questions.

(D)

d. Adoption of the ForFarmers B.V. 2014 annual accounts.

(D)

e. Appropriation of profit for the 2014 financial year.

4. (D)

Granting the board with discharge for the activities conducted during the financial year.

5. (D)

Granting the Supervisory Board with discharge for the supervision conducted during
the financial year.

Agenda (2)
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6. (D)

Appointment of accountant to audit the 2015 annual accounts.

7. (I)

Results from the research conducted into the transition from an external trading
platform to a public exchange.

8. (D)

Authorisation for the acquisition/purchase of certificates by ForFarmers B.V.

9. (D)

The issuance of one (1) priority share in the capital of the company to the
FromFarmers Cooperative and exclusion of the preferential rights of the shareholders of
the company in relation to the issuance of the priority share as stated above.

10. (D)

Appointment of Mr W.M. Wunnekink to become a member of the ForFarmers B.V.
supervisory board.

11. (I)

Change to ForFarmers B.V.’s supervisory board rotation schedule.

12.

Any other business.

13.

Close.

Agenda item 1

Opening by Mr J.W. Eggink,
Chairman of the Supervisory Board.
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Agenda item 2 ( I)

Minutes of the general meeting of
shareholders held on 15th April and 17th
September 2014.
(Documents are available on the ForFarmers BV website)
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Agenda item 3a ( I)

Annual report 2014 ForFarmers B.V.
Presentation by:
• Y.M. Knoop (General Director )
• A.E. Traas (Financial Director)
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About ForFarmers
#1 in Europe: Total Feed Business
Revenue: € 2.3 billion
Total Feed volume of 8.9 million tonnes in 2014
> 25,000 clients (farmers)
42 production facilities in four countries
Centrally managed R&D unit (NIC)
> 2,300 employees

Core activities

Revenue and FTE per country

Advice, sale and production of animal feeds
(compound feeds, specialties, bi-products and
roughage crops)
Sale of agrarian trade goods (fertilisers, pesticides,
seeds and seedlings)

1% of sales was realised in other countries
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Strong rise in operating result and dividend
Total Feed volume *
• 8.9 million tonnes:
• + 5.0% vs. 2013 (organic growth: +1.8%)
• Organic growth in the Netherlands, Belgium and
Germany and growth from acquisitions in the UK

Operating result (EBIT)
• Operating result excl. incidental items ** € 59.2 million:
• + 30.3% vs. 2013, all countries contributed
• In 2013, addition to provision of € 9.0 million
• Acquisitions (+ € 1.7 million), currency (+ € 0.9 million)
• Bird flue (-/- € 1.0 million)
• Organic cost savings of € 3.2 million or 1%

Net revenue
Result after taxes
• € 2.3 billion :
• -/- 7.3% vs. 2013, largely due to lower raw
materials prices, which were passed on to clients

• € 39.0 million:
• + 25.0% vs. 2013
• Due to solid operational performances, acquisitions and
currency effects and lower charge for doubtful debts in
2014

Gross profit
• € 408.1 million:
• + 4.5% vs. 2013, due to acquisitions (+ €11.2m),
currency effects (+ €6.9m) and organic growth

* Total Feed is a combination of compound feed and other feed solutions
** Excl. incidental items: see definition in 2014 annual report
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Dividend
• € 0.176 per depositary receipt:
• + 29.4% vs. 2013
• Pay-out ratio of 50% (2013: 50%)

Agenda
About ForFarmers
Highlights
Financial overview 2014 annual results
Horizon 2020
ForFarmers and sustainability
Outlook & summary
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Net revenue down due to sharp fall in raw
materials prices, but volumes still higher
(In € millions)

Net revenue: -/- 7.3%

2600

•

Lower revenue due to drop in the cost price of
raw materials, which was passed on to clients

•

Rise of 5% in Total Feed volume to 8.9 million
tonnes; increases in all countries

•

The Netherlands: a limited shift to single feeds
and a drop in volume in all sectors except the
broiler sector

•

Germany & Belgium: Higher volumes in pigs
and layers sectors and more single feeds in
Germany; growth in cattle and pigs sectors in
Belgium

•

United Kingdom: acquisition (€ 41.7 million)
and currency effects (€ 35.6 million) offset
price drop, plus there was modest organic
drop in the net turnover versus the previous
year (due to the impact of favourable weather
conditions in 2013)

•

Highly volatile raw materials prices in strong
downward trend

2500
2400

2300
2200
2,472.2

2100
2,292.0

2000
1900
1800

2014

2013*

The Netherlands

933

1,074

Germany & Belgium

617

659

United Kingdom

742

739

2,292

2,472

Total

* Comparable figures as published in the annual accounts 2013 have been
adjusted as a result of a change in accounting policies
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Organic gross profit stable, increase due to
acquisitions and currency effects
Gross profit: + 4.5%

(In € millions)

420

•

Acquisition effect: € 11.2 million, currency
effect: € 6.9 million

•

Stable gross profit, but picture varies per
country

•

The Netherlands: stable gross profit despite
pressure in H2 2014 versus H2 2013

•

Germany & Belgium: in Germany, gross profit
was up due to volume effect; in Belgium, gross
profit was higher due to volume growth and
improved utilisation of nutritional expertise

•

United Kingdom: slight fall in gross profit (vs.
2013) as a result of following effects:
• favourable weather conditions in H1 2013
(+ € 2.2 million in 2013)
• H2 2014 pressure at DML due to fixed
purchase prices (-/- € 2.5 million in 2014)

400
380
360

408.1
390.4

340
320
300

2014

2013

* Comparable figures as published in the annual accounts 2013 have been
adjusted as a result of a change in accounting policies
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Operating result rises to € 59.1 million
Mln. Euro
Operating expenses: + 1.2%

•

(In € millions)

2014

2013

•

Operating expenses
Staff costs

138.5

124.4

•

29.0

25.9

•

188.1

201.2

355.6

351.5

Depreciations

Other operating expenses
Total

Operating expenses up due to acquisitions
(+ € 9.4 million), currency effects (+ € 5.9
million)
Extra costs as a result of avian flue (€ 1.0
million)
In 2013, extra addition to provision for
receivables (€ 9 million)
Operating expenses (excl. above effects) down
by 1% (€ 3,2million)

22,8

Operating result: + 36%
Operating result (EBIT)

59.1

43.4

Operating result, excluding oneoff items*

59.2

45.4

•
•
•

Operating result excl. incidental items: +
30.3%

•
•
* Excl. incidental items: see definition in 2014 annual report
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All countries contributed to this rise
Acquisition effect (+ € 1.7 million)
Rise due to currency effects (+ € 0.9 million)

2014 incidental items: charge (-/- € 2.1 million)
related to closure of Deventer facility; gain
(+ € 2 million) from sale of BOCM PAULS
International and 50% stake in Subli
2013 incidental items : charge (-/- € 2.0
million) due to downward revaluation of land
holdings

Result after tax
Result after taxes: + 25.2%

(In € millions )

Operating result
Financial income & expenses
Taxes
Result participations
Third-party shares

Result after taxes
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2014

2013

59.1

43.4

- 5.6
- 13.6
0.0
- 0.9

- 2.3
- 11.3
1.8
- 0..5

39.0

31.1

•

Additional financing costs due to
refinancing (net -/- € 1.5 million)

•

Extra interest expense of € 1,8 million
for the pension fund in the United
Kingdom, partly due to drop in
interest rates

•

Result in 2013 positively impacted by
exceptional gain from sale of
Agrovision (€ 1.6 million)

22,8

Results breakdown over the year
(In € millions)

Net revenue
Gross profit
Operating result (EBIT)

Net revenue
Gross profit
Operating (EBIT)

H1 2014

H2 2014

FY 2014

1,181.0
199.8
27.2

1,111.0
208.3
31.9

2,292.1
408.1
59.1

H1 2013

H2 2013

FY 2013

1,302.0
188.6
20.5

1,170.2
201.8
22.9

2,472.2
390.4
43.4

* Comparable figures as published in the annual report 2013 and 1H 2014
results have been adjusted as a result of a change in accounting policies
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Operating result (EBIT) up in H2 due to:
• Acquisitions (€ 1.4 million) and
currency effects (€ 0.6 million)
• Margin pressure DML UK (-/- € 2.5
million)
• Costs as a result of avian flu in H2
2014 (-/- € 1.0 million)
• In 2013: extra addition to provision
for receivables in H2 2013 (-/- € 9.0
million)

22,8

Capital structure
Condensed balance sheet

31-12-2014

31-12-2013

In € millions
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(In € millions )

31-12-2014 31-12-2013
Net working capital
Net bank debt -/- cash

133.2
-/- 24.1

159.9
8.7

Fixed assets

301.7

277.9

Current assets

406.3

496.6

Total assets

708.0

774.5

Group equity

360.6

342.7

•

Solvency rises to 50.9% from 43.7%

Provisions

93.4

85.6

•

Long-term debts

54.1

129.2

Improvement in working capital driven by lower raw
materials prices

•

Net debt improved on balance despite acquisitions due to
strong operational performances and new financing structure
(under more favourable conditions).

Short-term debts

195.5

217.0

Total liabilities

708.0

774.5

22,8
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Horizon 2020
THE LEADING TOTAL FEED PARTNER FOR FARMERS IN EUROPE
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Horizon 2020 – Focus points
Focus on attractive segments
• First steps taken in the field of client segmentation in all countries
• European marketing organisation set up per livestock group

Partner and deliver the Total Feed Business portfolio
• Renewal of the partnership with Nutreco for purchasing of premixes, additives and specialties and closer
cooperation in research, innovation and marketing of high quality nutritional solutions, such as those in the
field of young animal feeds
• Announcement of the purchasing cooperation with Agrifirm Plant in the field of fertilisers, seeds and pesticides

Acquisitions
• The integration of the acquisitions of HST Feeds and Wheyfeed in 2014 is on schedule
• Announcement of the proposed acquisition of the feed and roughage crops division of Countrywide Farmers
• Sale of non-strategic activities : sale of 50% interest in horse feed producer Subli and the transfer of the
international export activities of BOCM Pauls

One ForFarmers: functional excellence & leverage scale
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Expansion of board from six to eight members, with increased functional responsibilities
Rebranding of all activities (excluding specialty brands) to the ForFarmers brand
Further moves towards uniform operating methods and IT & finance systems
Sharing of best practices within the group in the field of operations & logistics
Closure of one of the two facilities in Deventer and transfer of production completed
Health & Safety standards raised across the group based on best practices
Refinancing facility arranged with improved conditions

Horizon 2020 – Objectives
Employee development

• Introduction Senior Management Development Programme and Young Potential Programme
• Changes to senior management team through combination of internal (international) promotion and
recruitment
• Participation scheme for senior management implemented and plans for participation scheme for all
employees

Total solutions for livestock feed
• Start transformation from compound feed volume approach to Total Feed value approach
• First steps in portfolio expansion by means of strategic collaborations
• Cross-selling existing products and concepts within the group (for example, “Feed2Milk”)

Best in industry profits

• Operating result excluding one-off items up by 30.3% at € 59.2 million in 2014
• Substantial increase in operating result as a percentage of turnover to 2.6% in 2014 (2013: 1.8%)
• Return on average invested capital is 25.8% in 2014 (2013: 17.9%)
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ForFarmers and sustainability
Key themes

Objectives 2020

Purchasing raw materials

•
•

Environment

• 10% reduction in energy consumption (KWh) per tonne of feed produced compared to 2013
• At least 10% increase in kilometres per litre of fuel in transport
• Improvement in feed efficiency of an average of 1% per year
• Reduction of zinc and copper in feed

Animal health and welfare

• Further expansion of leading position in the field of specialty products
• Management programmes for animal welfare

People & Society

•
•

Reporting

• Upward trend in well comparable reporting on social, economic and environmental indicators
• Auditable reporting

100% sustainable soy / palm oil
Further expand the position in the use of residual products from the food industry

> 70% reduction in accidents resulting in absenteeism compared to 2014
Intensification social projects

Proud to be a Farmer campaign

• Cooperation between ForFarmers Netherlands and Yvon Jaspers
• Objective : interaction with clients and bolstering farmers’ pride
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Outlook & strategic priorities
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•

Persistent fluctuations in raw materials prices expected as a result of instability in agrarian markets and
(geo)political tensions

•

Effects of rising exchange rates of US dollar and British pound will impact ForFarmers results again in 2015

•

Animal diseases may lead to an increase in costs and volume reduction

•

Continued development of client proposition of Total Feed per livestock type under Horizon 2020

•

Additional professionalization steps as part of the ‘OneForFarmers’ programme:
• Intensification of cooperation and sharing of know-how within the group (new marketing organisation)
• Completion rebranding of all activities (with the exception of specialty brands)
• Time and attention for increased uniformity of systems and processes

Summary

Organic increase in Total Feed
volumes and launch
transformation from volume to
value approach

Tightened strategy “Horizon
2020” and partnerships Nutreco
and Agrifirm Plant announced

29

Strong increase in operating result
in challenging markets

Acquisitions in the UK and
integration new activities on
schedule

Bolstering internal organisation in
advanced stadium

Proposed transition from trading
platform to public stock exchange
in 2016

Agenda item 3b ( I)

Explanation of the audit approach by the
external accountant on the 2014 annual
accounts.
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Presentation KPMG
General Meeting ForFarmers B.V.
17 April 2015

Introduction
Annual Report ForFarmers B.V.
» Prepared by the Board of Directors
» Approved by the Supervisory Board
» Adopted in the General Meeting
» Audited by KPMG

© 2015 KPMG Accountants N.V. All rights reserved.
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Auditor’s Report
Our opinion
» Unqualified audit opinion
» Financial statements give a true and fair view
» Board of Directors report is consistent with the financial statements
» In accordance with Part 9 of Book 2 of the Netherlands Civil Code
What did we audit?
» Consolidated and
» company financial statements ForFarmers B.V.

© 2015 KPMG Accountants N.V. All rights reserved.
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Our audit approach
Materiality
» Materiality affects the nature, timing and extent of our audit procedures
» and evaluation of misstatements
» Qualitative criteria are also relevant
»
»
»
»

Materiality at group level EUR 2 mio
Benchmarked with profit before tax  3.7% thereof
Within the generally accepted range
Materiality is allocated to components
- Lower statutory or allocated materiality

» Misstatements in excess of EUR 0.1 million identified during the audit are
reported to the Board of Directors and the Supervisory Board.

© 2015 KPMG Accountants N.V. All rights reserved.
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Audit approach
Scope of the audit
» Transition related procedures
- Review EY
- Base-line measurement

» Procedures are based on size
» And / or the risk profile of the components or accounts
» Top-down
Top-down

Initial risk assessment
Likelihood

2
1

Impact

1. Valuation of trade
receivables and
revenue recognition
2. Purchase contracts for
raw materials

» Goodwill
» Tax
» Purchase
contracts

»
»
»
»
»
»

CENTRALLY

Working capital
Debtors
Stock
Pensions
Revenue
Purchasing

LOCALLY

= components / specific acounts
© 2015 KPMG Accountants N.V. All rights reserved.
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Audit approach
Coverage
81% of total assets

90% of revenue
10%

19%

81%

Full scope audit

»
»
»
»

90%

Specified audit procedures

24 main components in 4 countries The Netherlands, Germany, UK and Belgium
16 components with a full scope audit approach
8 components with specified audit procedures
Procedures at group level, for example regarding valuation of goodwill, taxation
and valuation of trade receivables

© 2015 KPMG Accountants N.V. All rights reserved.
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Audit approach
Instructions to components by auditor
ForFarmers
» Detailed audit instructions
» Visits to component auditors
» Contact via conference calls and email
» Review of reporting

Involvement of specialists
» IT
» Taxation
» Commodities and financial
instruments

Group audit team
Instructions
(including risk
analysis and
scoping)

Reporting on
findings

Monitoring and
review by group
audit team

Interaction with
the group team

Component audit teams
© 2015 KPMG Accountants N.V. All rights reserved.
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Our key audit matters
Report to the Board of Directors and the Supervisory Board
» Auditplan (including risk analysis and scoping)
» Findings based on interim procedures (half year 2014)
» Early Warning
» Management letter
» Audit report
Selection of key audit matters
» Risks with high probability likely to have a significant impact
» Management estimates
» Significant transactions

© 2015 KPMG Accountants N.V. All rights reserved.
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Key audit matters included in our auditor’s
report
Raw materials
for own use

Management estimates
regarding provisions
EUR 414 million
purchase commitments

Valuation of trade
receivables and
revenue recognition

Application of delivery
terms and conditions

© 2015 KPMG Accountants N.V. All rights reserved.

32%
of total assets

Purchase contracts
raw materials

Complex rules
regarding valuation
and/or disclosure
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Agenda item 3c ( I)

Opportunity to ask questions.

31

Agenda item 3d (D)

Adoption of the ForFarmers B.V. 2014 annual
accounts.
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Voting results agenda item 3d (D)

Adoption of the ForFarmers B.V. 2014 annual
accounts.
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Agenda item 3e (D)

Appropriation of profit for the 2014
financial year.
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Voting results agenda item 3e (D)

Appropriation of profit for the 2014
financial year.
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Agenda item 4 (D)

Granting the board with discharge for the
activities conducted during the financial year.
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Voting results agenda item 4 (D)

Granting the board with discharge for the
activities conducted during the financial year.
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Agenda item 5 (D)

Granting the Supervisory Board with discharge
for the supervision conducted during
the financial year.
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Voting results agenda item 5 (D)

Granting the Supervisory Board with discharge
for the supervision conducted during
the financial year.
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Agenda item 6 (D)

Appointment of accountant to audit the 2015
annual accounts.
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Voting results agenda item 6 (D)

Appointment of accountant to audit the 2015
annual accounts.
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Agenda item 7 (I)

Results from the research conducted into the
transition from an external trading platform to a
public exchange.
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From external trading platform to
public stock exchange
Notes to findings of study *
*

Study partly on the basis of input from various banks and external advisors
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Contents
•• Waar
we vandaan?
Equitykomen
on name
• Current status
• Desired future situation
• Considerations
• Summary and decisions to be made
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Equity on name programme (VON) – Origins

•
•
•

•

2005

VON decision: 96.7% of the Cooperative members vote in favour
of ‘Equity on name’ (VON) programme
2005 – 2006 Implementation VON – definition of set-up and structure
2007
Launch of programme to register 10% of the Cooperative’s equity
per annum
2010
Start trading platform at Van Lanschot

‘Sharing equity puts growth and the interests of the
members on a shared path to the future’ (May 2007)
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Equity on name programme (VON) – Background

• The growth of ForFarmers was accompanied by growth in the number of clients; new
clients were able to become members of the Cooperation free of charge
• The VON programme secured the equity of existing members of the cooperative; a
necessary step given the projected long-term growth of ForFarmers
• In keeping with the equity built up over the years by existing Cooperative members
(mainly in the eastern part of the Netherlands); from dead hand to registered;
prevents dilution
• Operational activities of the Cooperative transferred to ForFarmers B.V.
• Collective equity of the Cooperative members is gradually registered (maximum of
10% per annum) over the course of around 10 years
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Inhoud
• Equity on name (VON)

• Huidige
Currentsituatie
status
• Desired future situation
• Considerations
• Summary and decisions to be made
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Safeguarding Vital Cooperative
Timeline
Phase 1

2005

2006

Equity on name

Phase 3

Phase 2

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

Trading platform Van Lanschot

Transfer Cooperative’s
operations in exchange
for 100m shares in BV

Prevent
dilution of
equity

Phase 4

2015

2016

2017

Priority share

Voting rights
and
ownership in
hands of
individual
member

Development Cooperative interest in B.V.
Original path VON / 10% issue of participation accounts per annum
Stake Cooperative

100%

90%

80%

70%

60%

50%

40%

30%

10%

0%

Vital Cooperative

Control end-2014
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20%

Cooperative participation accounts

31%

Members participation accounts

38%

Total Cooperative/members

69%

Depositary receipts members

5%

Despositary receipts third parties

26%

Total

100%

26%

21%

17.5%

Cooperative and
members
together
maintain control
of B.V.

Current trading platform – some findings

•
•

•
•
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High entry threshold; trading in shares is only possible after entry procedure via
Van Lanschot Bankiers, not via own bank
Trading platform is seen as having limited liquidity, which results in inefficient
pricing
Large majority of professional (institutional) investors are not allowed to trade on
current trading platform due to mandate restrictions
Equity analysts generally only report on companies with a listing on a public stock
exchange

The ForFarmers share on the trading platform
Closing price certificates per day
€ 4.50

€ 4.00

€ 3.50

€ 3.00

€ 2.50

€ 2.00

€ 1.50

€ 1.00

€ 0.50

€ 0.00

•
•
•

50

Based on the price at year-end 2014, ForFarmers is valued at around € 394.6 million
(market capitalisation) versus around € 269.8 million at launch of trading platform
Since the launch of the trading platform in 2010, members have sold 25.9% of the
depositary receipts (for shares) to third parties
Professional investors, largely ‘family offices’, have shown an interest in the share
over the past year; only a limited number have actually acquired a stake via the
trading platform

The ForFarmers share on the trading platform
•

Two equity analysts at Dutch banks publish research reports on ForFarmers; both
apply a discount to the valuation due to the trading platform

Quote SNS analyst report (8 May 2014):
“Due to current liquidity characteristics
(trading platform, ownership), our target
price is based on a 20% discount versus
DCF and a 10% discount versus peers.”
Quote Rabobank analyst report (9
January 2015): “At this stage we find it
fair to apply a certain discount given the
lack of trading liquidity of the
depository receipts.”
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Public stock exchange – several facts & figures
• A public stock exchange offers large and small companies access to
international equity markets
• Maingate in the Netherlands: Euronext Amsterdam has > 125 (many of
them Dutch) listed companies
• Recent successful IPOs of solid Dutch companies such as IMCD, NN
Group, LucasBols and GrandVision
• Dutch and foreign institutional investors account for around 80% of
buying and selling
• Equity analysts provide independent research into company
performance to inform investors
• Mid cap (AMX) companies are followed by an average of 11 analysts;
Small cap (AScX) companies are followed by six analysts on average
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Steps taken in 2014
Long-term
strategy

Long-term
funding

Governance

Compliance

Transparency

Tightened
strategy
implemented:
Horizon 2020

New group
financing
secured

Expansion of
statutory board
to three
members (1)

New auditor

Publication of
interim report

Expansion of
executive board
to eight
members (6)

Tightening of
code of conduct

Segmented
reporting applied

Split B.V. and
U.A.

Premises for
switch from B.V.
to N.V. included
in articles of
association

Reporting on
remuneration
policy

Unequivocal
way of working:
One ForFarmers
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Requirements for a public stock exchange listing

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

IFRS reporting
Annual and interim reports
Rotation auditor (OOB**)
Corporate governance
Risk management
IT-systems
Compliance en regulations
Application stock exchange guidelines

Requirements
public listing

Status
ForFarmers*

V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V

X
+
++
++
+
+
++
++

ForFarmers meets a large portion of requirements
* At annual accounts finalisation
** OOB = Public Interest Organisation
V = ++
54

Status secondary conditions members council
Secondary conditions transition
November 2013
• Retention of control
Cooperative on important
subjects

At GM April 2014 decision to
amend articles
• Voting rights (priority share)
• Protective measures against
hostile takeovers

• Protective measures

B.V.

• Cooperative right to
recommend 4 of the 6
ForFarmers B.V. supervisory
directors

• Right to recommend members
of the Supervisory Board
• Role sounding board groups

• Annual market benchmarking
test

U.A.
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• Cooperative led only by
members

• Management formed by
members

• Set-up Vital Cooperative
structure

• Vital Cooperative structure
developed

Upon transition
• Amend articles of association
to N.V.

• Introduce register for the
registration of shares with
voting rights held by members
• Set-up foundation for
protection against hostile
takeovers

Contents
• Equity on name
• Current situation

• Gewenste
Desired future
situation
toekomstsituatie
• Considerations
• Summary and decisions to be made
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What does the transition mean for ForFarmers?
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Trading platform

Public stock exchange

Advantages

• Less (legal) compliance required
compared with a public stock
exchange listing

• Increases international (name) recognition
• Offers greater financial flexibility and extra
access to external capital via international
capital markets
• Increases discipline and boosts the
professionalism of the organisation, adds
quality trademark and promotes trust,
especially among international trade
partners
• Adds potential to recruit and retain
talented employees

Disadvantages

• Little or no contribution to funding
flexibility

• More (legal) compliance compared with
trading platform
• Obligatory interim reporting

What does the transition mean for stakeholders?
Stakeholder

Trading platform

Members

• Less liquidity, results in a discount
• Enhanced liquidity and better pricing
on the share price according to
• Long-term interests of members
analysts
safeguarded via Vital Cooperative
• Voting rights automatically vested
• Voting rights must be granted to the
in Cooperative when not claimed by
Cooperative (via the register)
member
• Quality trademark and transparency boost
relationships and trust in ForFarmers

Clients
External
shareholders

Public stock exchange

• Mandates of institutional investors
limit access to the trading platform
• Trading solely after entry procedure
via Van Lanschot Bankiers

• Potential for direct investment for both large
and small investors
• Trading via investment account with own
bank

Employees

• Makes the company more attractive as an
employer
• Increases (international) career / promotion
possibilities

Suppliers

• Quality trademark and transparency boost
relationships and trust in ForFarmers
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Variants for transition to public stock exchange

Technical
Listing

Event
Listing
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• Creates potential for entry new (institutional) investors from moment
of initial listing
• Closing price trading platform = opening price on stock exchange
• Not sensitive to economic climate
• More gradual transition for current members
• No issue of new shares, no dilution current holders of certificates
• One-off costs < € 1 million
• More difficult to get committed analyst research
• IPO process fully supported by banks
• New (institutional) investors enter at IPO
• Announcement of new (IPO) share price (unrelated to the price per
depositary receipt at the trading platform)
• Secondary placement of at least 10% of the shares
• Potential to raise extra capital via the issue and placement of new shares
• Extensive due diligence by banks and advisors
• One-off costs > € 3 million

Preference for technical listing
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lower costs and less intensive / work for management
More time to build up a track record as ForFarmers
Intensified investor relations activities from the transition
More gradual transition for current members
Independent of economic climate
No need to raise extra capital
More gradual development in trading volumes and pricing
Analyst reports from SNS and Rabobank already available

Recent technical listings on Euronext Amsterdam
2011:
Aperam
2011:
PostNL
2012:
Core Laboratories
2013:
D.E. Master Blenders
2014:
OCI
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Preference for listing on Euronext Amsterdam
•
•
•
•

Deep Dutch cooperative roots and established community
Leading edge role in the Dutch agrarian sector
Strong Dutch shareholder base
Potential inclusion in index makes share more attractive to investors (depending
on daily volumes, enterprise value, free float)
• Institutional investors account for 88% of investments in mid cap index; 67% of
small cap index investors are institutional
Daily
trading volume

ForFarmers

66,872

Capitalisation
(mln)
394

Free float

Participation accounts
are not included here

27%

Small Cap (largest)
Be Semiconductors Ind.
Beter Bed Holding
Accel Group
Telegraaf Media Group
Grontmij

109,368
33,152
21,474
7,997
72,554

673
356
322
278
247

40%
45%
24%
30%
42%

100,489
660,777
3,170,773
71,119
75,621

938
725
669
666
478

60%
80%
72%
37%
89%

Mid Cap (smallest)
TKH Group
USG People
BAM Groep
Brunel
Ten Cate

Source: Benelux Company Guide Kempen & Co (07/01/2015)
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AEX
AMX
(mid cap)
AScX
(small cap)

25 largest companies
26 - 50 largest companies
51 - 75 largest companies

Contents
• Equity on name
• Current situation
• Desired future situation

• Afwegingen
Considerations
• Summary and decisions to be made
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Trading potential after listing on stock exchange

Current situation

Situation after transition

External trading
platform

Internal trading
platform

Feed equivalents

Feed equivalents

Public stock exchange

Participation accounts
Depositary receipts
ForFarmers B.V.

Points of attention
• Cooperative structure conditions trading platform after listing
• Investment account for ForFarmers N.V. shares
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Shares ForFarmers N.V.

Participation account not eligible for trading after listing
Participation account Before public listing

After public listing

Voting rights

At (individual) member
request, or goes to
Cooperative

At (individual) member
request, or goes to
Cooperative via register

Conversion

Convertible to depositary
receipts

Convertible to shares

Tradability

Tradable on platform

No longer tradable

Decision to convert

By individual member

By individual member

Tax

To be paid based on capital
gains upon conversion or sale

To be paid based on capital
gains upon conversion

•
•
•
•
•
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No trading limits on holdings in ForFarmers for members
Prevention of listing of related securities on two separate trading platforms
Members will not be forced to convert participations
Trading platform relatively expensive
Split between the company’s (equity) instruments and those of the Cooperative
• Company = shares
• Cooperative = feed equivalents

Contents
• Equity on name
• Current situation
• Desired future situation
• Considerations

• Volgende
Summarystappen
and decisions
tonemen
be made
en nog te
besluiten
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Summary
• The disadvantages of the transition to a public stock exchange versus the
current external trading platform are very limited; the transition offers
primarily advantages
• The Executive Board and the Supervisory Board are therefore of the
opinion that a public stock exchange listing is in the interests of
ForFarmers and all its stakeholders:
• Members: increased tradability and better pricing, with retention of
voting rights via priority share, plus greater transparency
• External shareholders: increased tradability and greater transparency
• Employees: more interesting company to work for
• Clients: Quality trademark and greater transparency
• Suppliers: Quality trademark and greater transparency
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Final decision and transition to public exchange in 2016
Under normal circumstances, ForFarmers aims to make the transition in 2016 from the
current external trading platform for depositary receipts for shares to the public stock
exchange of Euronext Amsterdam,
Proposal

• Drawn up by Executive Board ForFarmers B.V.

Approval by
Supervisory
Board

Decision put to
shareholders at
AGM (April 2016)

• Approval transition
• Amendment articles to
ForFarmers N.V.
• Set-up Stichting Continuïteit

Members’ council endorses findings of study
and the follow-up steps to be undertaken
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Agenda item 8 (B)

Authorisation for the acquisition/purchase of
certificates by ForFarmers B.V.
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Voting results agenda item 8 (B)

Authorisation for the acquisition/purchase of
certificates by ForFarmers B.V.
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Agenda item 9 (B)

The issuance of one (1) priority share in the capital of the
company to the FromFarmers Cooperative and exclusion of the
preferential rights of the shareholders of the company in relation
to the issuance of the priority share as stated above.
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Voting results agenda item 9 (B)
The issuance of one (1) priority share in the capital of the
company to the FromFarmers Cooperative and exclusion of the
preferential rights of the shareholders of the company in relation
to the issuance of the priority share as stated above.
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Agenda item 10 (B)

Appointment of Mr W.M. Wunnekink to become a member of
the ForFarmers B.V. supervisory board.
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Voting results agenda item 10 (B)
Appointment of Mr W.M. Wunnekink to become a member of
the ForFarmers B.V. supervisory board.
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Agenda item 11 (I)

Change to ForFarmers B.V.’s supervisory board rotation schedule.
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Agenda item
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12.

Any other business

13.

Close
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